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Policy Brief & Purpose
Our international recruitment policy refers to practices and strategies we employ to hire
people all over the world. We explain approaches to international recruitment and when to
use each one.

Scope
This policy applies to all employees, offices and branches of our company regardless of
location.
‘Parent country’ refers to the country our company was founded or is headquartered in.
‘Host country’ is a country other than our parent country.
What is geocentric staffing?
Geocentric approach to recruitment is hiring the best people to fill our positions without
regard to where they come from or where they live. This means:
•

Hiring foreign employees. We use this option when we want to hire someone from a
place where we don’t have offices.

•

Relocating our employees. This includes bringing foreign talent into our parent country.
We use this approach when we need someone to be physically present at a specific
location, but the best person for the job is living elsewhere.

To use the geocentric approach, we need to have a global outlook on recruitment. For
example, whenever a position opens in our parent country, the hiring team could:
•

Advertise on local and global job boards.

•

Source candidates online without looking at their current location.

•

Check our internal candidates who may wish to transfer.

•

Ask recruiters to suggest candidates they met at international career fairs or events.

•

Ask for referrals from our existing employees, as they may have someone in their
network who could fit in this position and be willing to relocate.

International recruitment and selection process
Whenever a position opens, hiring teams should follow this process:
1. Follow the staffing approach listed above.
2. Evaluate candidates. When it comes to resume and phone screening, we evaluate all
candidates the same way. You could also use video interviews for remote candidates.
Each role will demand a different skillset, but to make sure our employees can work well
together, look for people who:

•

Are self-motivated and can work independently.

•

Can communicate well even through cultural and language barriers.

•

Have a global mindset.

•

Has a strong knowledge of the job being advertised.

3. Close the hire and discuss paperwork. Once a candidate accepts a job offer, ask HR how
to proceed with any legal procedures regarding visas, immigration policies or taxes. Be
in close collaboration with the new hire until everything is resolved.

